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What is DeFi?
Decentralized finance (DeFi) is the financial movement which leverages old centralized
financial products into decentralized trustless and transparent protocols which run without
intermediaries. DeFi puts users in full control of their own funds reducing the risk of loss due
to hacks, locks by governing bodies, exit scams, and over regulation.

What is Peet?
Peet is a decentralized platform on which users can collateralize assets they own to be
represented on the blockchain as stores of value. Simply put this means transforming anything
of value into usable collateral to earn returns.
What is PTE?
PTE is the core utility, staking, and governing asset for the Peet Platform. Currently PTE exists
as a BEP-20 compliant BSC token, and through nuls/nerve, already exists on the top 5 most
used blockchains. Supply management features of PTE will burn tokens as they leave one chain
while simultaneously being created on a new chain. The starting total supply will be 1,000,000
PTE.

What is Yield Farming?
Yield farming is the ability to put assets to work in order to generate returns on those assets.
The Peet Platform optimizes strategies to maximize return on yield farming opportunities
across multiple blockchains, making sure users earn the highest returns possible while paying
the lowest fees possible.

What are Liquidity Rewards?
Liquidity Rewards are additional returns offered to those who provide liquidity to
decentralized trading pools. Users contribute whichever asset they choose plus an amount of
PTE with similar value in order to earn a share of trading fees plus and additional distribution
of PTE. Because this is done in a decentralized manner a user’s contribution can be withdrawn
at any time to collect their earned rewards. The longer the contribution, and the higher the
amount the more rewards are earned.

The Interoperability of Blockchains
The Problem
Most DeFi projects today exist solely on the Ethereum network. Fees can be high, transaction
times long, and capital wasted by wrapping non-Ethereum assets to represent them on the
Ethereum blockchain. This is not ideal for realizing the highest returns possible.
________________________________________________________
From Da Hongfei, founder of Neo:
“I firmly believe that interoperability is the future of the blockchain industry.
Within our current paradigm, both traditional and blockchain platforms exist as
effectively isolated data silos — users and developers alike are restricted by each
platform’s capabilities and limitations”
From Andy Ji, co-founder of Ontology:
“Cross-chain interoperability is becoming increasingly important as we focus on
moving away from a siloed way of working..."
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The Solution
Peet is adaptable, scalable, and PTE tokens are chain agnostic. PTE tokens exist on multiple
blockchains and can exist on any future blockchain. Due to this, PTE tokens will take the "Path
of Least Resistance" to arrive at their end destination, we call this POLR.
POLR means PTE tokens will utilize the chain with the lowest fees, and the most reasonable
transaction times at the time of transfer. POLR importance of fee minimization vs transfer
time is paramount. POLR is a feature of PTE and can enabled by users who prefer one chain
over another.

Decentralized Finance and Asset Security
The first true crypto authority with the goal of ending all BSC token scams.
The Peet platform will serve as the first crypto authority for many reasons. For
example, anytime a Binance Smart Chain token is deployed, we will automatically audit the
source code and inform the necessary parties if there are any exploits or anomalies identified
within the contract. If there are any exploits, or anything wrong with the code it could
potentially result in users getting scammed and the loss of their assets. The goal of having true
authority within the crypto space is to save people from scammers. In real life we have law
enforcement agencies and investigators. If a party is stolen from they may inform the police
and rely on their protection, but there is no such authority within the crypto space. Peet DeFi
will solve this. Imagine our future, when we save tens of thousands of Binance customers from
scams, and gain both recognition and endorsement. With these aforementioned goals as well
as many more, the Peet platform is the conclusive objective of Peet Defi, and will be realized
through the expansion and management of our development team and product offerings.
Another unprecedented goal that Peet Defi will accomplish, is the bridging of the gap
between traditionally centralized financial products and their ever growing decentralized
alternatives. This will be realized through multiple methods. As a case in point, the
representation of assets which hold tangible value (ie: home equity, automobiles, precious
metals, stock positions), collateralized via the Peet platform through any exchange, swap, dex
or independent grantor, as well as the prospect of being able to do the same natively within the
Peet ecosystem.
In other words..
. “The Peet platform will serve as a bridge between both blockchains and exchanges. PTE
holders will be able to use the Peet platform, and purchase BTC on Binance (or any desired
exchange) for example, via the Peet platform, PTE holders will be capable of purchasing
BTC on Binance using US Dollars..”
The yield farming mechanism integrated within the Peet platform system realizes the
assimilation of initial asset value onto the blockchain, and opens the pathway for the maximal
return on investment. While the realized value of a specific asset class can remain stagnant, the
collateralized and PTE monetized representation is able to maximize gains.

Tokenomics and Distribution

With the Peet Defi ecosystem PTE tokens have a total supply of 1,000,000.
Contract Address: 0x424B50dcB78f459d11A95bedDd13788296281987
Tokenomics: The functionality of token distribution for the PTE contract is as follows.
5% Tax for every transaction
2% Goes to liquidity
2% Redistributed to holders
1% Burned
Liquidity Locked
150,000 PTE Team Wallet Locked

Glossary of Terms

BEP-20 - The Binance Smart Chain native token.
BSC - Binance Smart Chain
Blockchain - a ledger that records digital transactions publicly and permanently
Btc - Bitcoin
Defi - Short for “Decentralized Finance” , blockchain finance that does not on any sort of
financial intermediary
Dex - A decentralized cryptocurrency exchange that functions without an intermediary
Peet Platform - The operational plaform of Peet DeFi.
POLR - Path of Least Resistance
Pte - The native token of the Peet Platform and Peet DeFi.
Tokenomics - how cryptocurrencies function within their ecosystem

Associated Hyperlinks
General
Main Website - https://www.peet-defi.com
Project Updates - https://t.me/peetdefiannouncements
BSCscan - https://bscscan.com/token/0x424b50dcb78f459d11a95beddd13788296281987
CoinGecko Listing - https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/peet-defi
CoinMarketCap Listing - https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/peet-defi-new/
Bogged.finance - https://charts.bogged.finance?token=0x424B50dcB78f459d11A95bedDd13788296281987
Purchase Links
Pancake Swap -

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x424b50dcb78f459d11a95beddd13788296281987&inputCurrency=BNB

Bogged.finance - https://bogged.finance/swap?tokenIn=BNB&tokenOut=0x424B50dcB78f459d11A95bedDd13788296281987
PooCoin Swap - https://poocoin.app/swap?outputCurrency=0x424b50dcb78f459d11a95beddd13788296281987
Social Media Outlets
Telegram - https://t.me/peetdefi
Discord - https://discord.gg/cuKMrPDwZ9
Twitter - https://twitter.com/defipte
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/ptepeetdefiofficial
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/people/Peet-DeFi/100069342699705
Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/r/peetdefiofficial
Tumblr - https://peetdefi.tumblr.com/

User Guide
You can currently purchase $PTE through the following outlets. Additional methods will
be listed as released.
Pancake Swap -

https://exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/
swap?outputCurrency=0x424b50dcb78f459d11a95beddd13788296281987&inputCurrency=BNB

Bogged.finance - https://bogged.finance/
swap?tokenIn=BNB&tokenOut=0x424B50dcB78f459d11A95bedDd13788296281987
PooCoin Swap - https://poocoin.app/
swap?outputCurrency=0x424b50dcb78f459d11a95beddd13788296281987
The pre-requisite to acquiring and holding $PTE is a Cryptocurrency wallet. There are
many options available and dependent upon the utility requirements of the user. A simple
option is to use Trust Wallet. Instructions on setting up a Trust Wallet can be found here.
https://community.trustwallet.com/t/how-to-create-a-multi-coin-wallet/41
Another wallet alternative is Metamask. Instructions can be found here.
https://metamask.io/
PancakeSwap - Instructions for setting up trading in pancakeswap can be found here.
https://docs.pancakeswap.finance/products/pancakeswap-exchange/trade-guide

The Contract Address for $PTE is 0x424b50dcb78f459d11a95beddd13788296281987

